The Science Museum and the Masonic Cancer Center, University of Minnesota invite you to join us at this exciting event! Come support Masonic Cancer Center researchers as they educate and engage museum attendees on everything from Cancer Bio 101 to hands-on laboratory research techniques!

**EXHIBITS TO SEE**

- What’s That in Your Mouth? Oral Cancer?
- Puppy Love: Curing Cancer in Dogs
- Eww! Up Close with Cancer Tissues
- Squeak! Making Genetically Modified Mice
- Be a Scientist for an Afternoon!
- Safer Than Cigarettes? …and MANY MORE!

**MARCH 4TH, 2017 12 – 4 P.M.**

**Where**
Science Museum of Minnesota
120 W Kellogg Blvd,
St. Paul, MN 55102
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